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Abstract: In this paper I report preliminary findings, midway through a 6-year project on
immigrant settlement in Vancouver, Canada, in an effort to examine the day-to-day dynamics
of living in cosmopolitan neighbourhoods.

In particular, the relationship between

transnationalism (social and economic links between home country and settlement location)
and cosmopolitanism (interaction with people from different cultures) is explored based on
information gathered in focus groups and interviews with families who have recently settled
in Vancouver. At times, transnationalism and cosmopolitan behaviour are complementary,
and people are simultaneously active in keeping their in-group networks alive while building
new, multicultural, ones in their new neighbourhood setting. Sometimes, though, these two
types of social networks are difficult to reconcile, and individuals choose between them.
This choice has significant implications in the process of individual identity formation, and
also helps set the characteristics of neighbourhood life.

Key words: Cosmopolitanism, immigrant settlement, neighbourhoods, social interaction
transnationalism
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Introduction: a local vision of transnational cosmopolitanism
To set the scene for this paper, I’d like to begin at the micro-geography scale of the street on
which I live in Vancouver’s Eastside (or, more precisely, the lane behind my street). My
street is situated in a neighbourhood called Cedar Cottage which, for around 100 years, has
been an area of active immigrant reception, at first of new arrivals from the United Kingdom,
then central, southern and eastern Europe and, most recently, the Asian side of the Pacific
Rim. According to the latest census (1996), 72 percent of the residents of my part of Cedar
Cottage are immigrants, 20 percent having arrived in the last 10 years. A large variety of
national backgrounds are represented, including remnants of the earlier European migrations
and, of course, many Asian-Canadians. In fact, just under 60 percent are classified by the
census as ‘visible minorities,’ meaning that they are of non-Aboriginal, non-European
descent. Of these, the bulk are of Chinese origin, from a number of countries that include
China, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and Indonesia.

Beyond the Chinese-Canadian

population, there are still many, mainly older, Europeans, and new immigrants from various
countries.
How does this diversity work in practice? This is a theme I wish to explore in detail
below, but here I offer one vignette of neighbourhood life that speaks to the growing body of
transnational literature, one that also reflects my personal background as a geographer. I’ll
call this ‘towards a cosmopolitan ecology.’ I mean ecology here in the straightforward sense
of a particular regime of plant communities. On my lane, a great deal of neighbourly
communication is focused around gardening (including, of course, the perennial subject of
the weather). Members of the different cultural groups in the neighbourhood tend to grow
the garden plants they grew up with in former countries, to, in effect, recreate familiar
landscapes in their new residential setting.1 Two particularly interesting things happen in this
respect. First, in keeping with the literature on transnationalism, much of this activity
contravenes the surveillance of the nation state. To everyone outside Agriculture Canada,
this will seem a rather paltry example of smuggling, but several of my neighbours have told
1

A number of researchers have noted this tendency, such as Gerda Wekerle in Canada and Susan Thompson in
Australia (Thompson et al. 1999). Wekerle has collaborated with others to mount an exhibit on immigrant
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me that they bring undeclared seeds when they return from visits to their homeland. Thus
there are non-sanctioned varieties of tomatoes on my lane that come from Italy, varieties of
mint from Vietnam, bok choi from China, and broad beans from Portugal.

Secondly,

gardeners from these different cultures exchange their seeds with one-another. For example,
my neighbour who came to Canada from Italy has become a connoisseur of bok choi, and
eagerly shares his tomatoes and basil with people who come from Asia. The end result is a
new ecology on my lane, where plants from different corners of the world are brought into
juxtaposition and (I’m told by my biogeography colleague) may selectively hybridize. Thus,
a new micro-ecology, unlike any other on earth, is being created, one that only exists because
of a combination of frequent to-and-fro transnational movements and the everyday
cosmopolitan behaviour of neighbours.
However, aside from adding yet another example — in this case ecological — to the
vast literature on transnationalism, I use this vignette, together with more ‘formal’ research,
to pose several questions about the lived experience of transnationalism and
cosmopolitanism.

First, what is the relationship between transnational lifestyles and

cosmopolitan behaviour? How does cosmopolitanism arise at the micro-geographical scale
of the neighbourhood? Who participates (and who doesn’t) in cosmopolitan interaction?
Finally, what does it mean to grow up in a cosmopolitan setting? Tentatively, I find that
transnationalism and cosmopolitan behaviour are both uneven, differing between groups, by
gender, and across generations. Further, while the evidence I can bring to bear on this
question is limited, it appears that transnationalism and cosmopolitanism — two processes
routinely celebrated by researchers and others who champion the effects of globalization —
may not be complementary. In fact, in certain cases transnational lifestyles may actually
inhibit cosmopolitanism.

groups and their gardening practices in Toronto (“Growing cultures”), which opened in May 2000 at the Royal
Ontario Museum (see: http://www.rom.on.ca/news/releases/public.php3?mediakey=bej80w3358).
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Conceptual beginnings
Before exploring these issues, two background comments are necessary. First, the bulk of
the material I discuss in this paper has emerged out of a large, ongoing research project
which is focused on understanding how the processes of immigrant settlement and
integration differ in five distinct neighbourhood settings in Greater Vancouver.

The

neighbourhoods in question range from East Vancouver, a traditional settlement area, to
distant suburbs that are playing a role in immigrant settlement for the first time.

This

community studies project is being conducted by seven researchers,2 and we are using a
combination of methods to acquire information. In this paper, I explore material gathered
from two phases of the project, a series of 15 focus groups, between two and four in each of
the neighbourhoods mentioned above, plus a set of detailed interviews that were conducted
with families in East Vancouver (a large area of the city that includes Cedar Cottage). The
families in question are from several different cultural groups, and we are interviewing them
approximately every 18 months over the 1996–2002 period. There is a similar, though
larger, project under way by researchers in Montréal, concentrating on the development of
multi-ethnic neighbourhoods. I will also draw upon their work in the pages that follow.
Secondly, given the varied meanings associated with the increasingly popular
concepts of transnationalism and cosmopolitanism, I begin with a comment on my use of
these terms. By transnationalism, I refer to individuals who experience, and are attached to,
two or more places simultaneously (Glick-Schiller et al. 1992; Appadurai 1996).

As a

geographer, my training has always emphasized the long-term relationship between people
and place that is sedimented into distinctive, local landscapes. The process of hyper-mobility
that lies behind transnationalism undermines this traditional way of understanding the
people/place nexus. Instead, immigrant communities should be conceptualized as “dense
fields consisting of people, money, goods, and information that are constituted and
maintained by migrants over time, across space, and through circuitry which repeatedly cross
2

The research team is comprised of: Gillian Creese (Sociology, UBC), Isabel Lowe Dyck (Medical
Rehabilitation Sciences, UBC), Daniel Hiebert, Audrey Kobayashi (Geography, Queens’ University), David
Ley (Geography, UBC), Arlene Tigar McLaren (Sociology, Simon Fraser University), and Geraldine Pratt
(Geography, UBC). While I have written this paper, we framed the research project, collected information, and
discussed our findings together. This paper therefore represents a joint effort despite its apparent single
authorship.
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borders.” (Goldberg, quoted in Hyndman and Walton-Roberts 1999: p6). According to this
logic, national borders are “spaces of possibility” as well as spaces of control, and diasporic
groups develop identities based on movement and connection across space (Ong 1999), rather
than intimate associations with specific places.
The term cosmopolitanism has been used more variably. In everyday language, the
term is generally applied to places with marked cultural diversity (e.g., “x is a more
cosmopolitan city than y”). Among researchers, cosmopolitanism is often equated with
political internationalization, whether in the form of institutions such as the United Nations,
or global protest movements (Kaldor 1996; Wainwright et al. 2000). Alternatively, many use
cosmopolitan as an adjective to describe individuals who are well traveled and have learned
to be comfortable in many cultural settings (Hannerz 1996; Robbins 1998; Ong 1999).
Ghassan Hage (1998) follows this line of thought, and portrays ‘cosmopolites’ as elites who
pursue refined consumption and are “open to all forms of otherness”:
Just as important as his or her urban[e] nature, the cosmopolite is a class figure and a
white person, capable of appreciating and consuming ‘high quality’ commodities and
cultures, including ‘ethnic’ culture. (p.201)
Their sense of citizenship is ‘beyond’ affiliations with local places or nation states (Van Hear
1998; Cohen 1999; Urry 2000). Christopher Lasch (1995) takes this argument furthest,
asserting that cosmopolites feel no loyalty to particular places or polities, and live lives in
which “no commitments [are] required” (p. 6). From this perspective, cosmopolites have
much in common with transnationals, since both make use of the interstices between places.
I wish to retain aspects of these views, but emphasize a different dimension of
cosmopolitanism. In particular, I think of cosmopolitanism as a way of living based on an
‘openness to all forms of otherness,’ associated with an appreciation of, and interaction with,
people from other cultural backgrounds. This lifestyle is exemplified in the vignette of my
back lane, where men and women from different origins create a society where diversity is
accepted, is rendered ordinary. I use the term not in the sense of an uncaring, disconnected
elite, but as the capacity to interact across cultural lines.

This perspective bears some

resemblance to Leonie Sandercock’s (1998) utopian view of cosmopolis as a place of a civic
culture based on ‘multiple publics,’ where people build “bridges of cooperation across
difference” (p 218), and also to Stuart Hall’s concept of ‘vernacular cosmopolitanism’ and
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Steven Vertovec’s characterization of cosmopolitanism as a ‘practice’ or ‘habitus’ (both
presented at a recent conference on cosmopolitanism in Warwick, UK). Using this logic, I
prefer to equate cosmopolitanism with cultural ‘outreach,’ with the everyday practices of
hospitality (see Germain and Gagnon 2000) between people of different cultural
backgrounds.
Cosmopolitanism, in this sense, can occur in several facets of everyday life, as I try to
show in a rough way in Table 1. Each row is related to a basic context of social life: home
and neighbourhood, work, consumption, and social interaction. The columns indicate the
type and degree of cross-cultural interaction in each of these domains. For example, an
individual might be of British origin, live in a neighbourhood dominated by British people,
have only British friends, and shop in British markets, consuming products associated with
British culture.

Similarly, an Indo-Canadian person might confine all of his or her

interactions within a co-ethnic context.

In contrast, some people live in multicultural

neighbourhoods, spend their days in mixed-culture workplaces, interact socially with a
variety of people, and consume a multicultural menu of products. Of course many people are
not so easily classified, and interact in mono-cultural contexts in certain aspects of their lives
(e.g. friendship networks) and cosmopolitan ones in other aspects (e.g. at work).

Table 1: conceptualizing cosmopolitanism
Setting

Interaction
Mono-cultural
Dominant Minority

MultiCultural

Neighbourhood
Production (work)
Consumption
Social interaction

Individuals who fall into the first column, which in Canada would be those of European
ancestry who keep to their own culture, are outside the frame of cosmopolitan behaviour and
may in fact be constructing exclusionary barriers. Individuals in the second column are
equally non-cosmopolitan, which may be the result of discrimination, choice, or a
combination of both.

Most, though not all, people in this category suffer diminished
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opportunity. Those in the third column, especially those who consume multicultural products
and services and who interact across cultures, are actively cosmopolitan.
Most theories of globalization and multiculturalism imply a sense of process,
assuming that dominant and minority cultures will become ‘integrated,’ and that this process
will be impeded if individuals live out their lives exclusively within the bounds of their
cultural communities. At the individual scale, this means that people gradually move from
the left or centre column of the table toward the right column, increasingly adopting
cosmopolitan ways of life. Furthermore, we tend to assume that this is both a one-way
process and that it is desirable: once individuals become cosmopolitan they don’t return to
mono-cultural patterns of interaction, and their lives are enriched by their experience of
alternate cultures. As I will explain in more detail later, we should be wary of this logic.
Generally, transnationalism and cosmopolitan are depicted as complimentary aspects
of globalization, as twin outcomes of the movement of people from around the world into
closer quarters, particularly in world cities. In fact, they appear to be used interchangeably
by some writers. Yet, according to the definitions used in this paper, the two terms refer to
separate states/processes, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Transnationalism and Cosmopolitanism
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Transnationalism and cosmopolitanism converge in certain kinds of multicultural settings (as
in the vignette of everyday life in my back lane), but not in all of them. We can find
examples where neither occur, such as in homogeneous societies with little inward or
outward movement (e.g., Newfoundland in Canada), or in exclusive residential subdivisions
where minorities are absent. But there are also many instances where only one or the other
exists. Labour migration, or sojourning, is a classic case where individuals move around the
world in search of economic opportunity but do not interact much with the societies they
enter. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the American ‘melting pot’ ideology, where
immigrants from many places settle and interact but, critically, become American by
embracing their new society and detaching themselves from their old one, is an example of
cosmopolitanism without transnationalism.
Summarizing these general remarks, I emphasize these points: the experiences of
transnationalism and cosmopolitanism are both uneven — they are more fully realized in
some places, and among some groups, than others; transnationalism and cosmopolitanism do
not necessarily occur together; and we should adopt a critical stance to the frequently
assumed belief that people become increasingly cosmopolitan over time.
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Transnationalism and cosmopolitanism in Vancouver
Nearly 400,000 immigrants settled in metropolitan Vancouver during the 1990s, accounting
for the lion’s share of population growth over the decade. The 1996 census captured a
snapshot view of the changing nature of Vancouver at a particularly opportune time, the peak
of Asian migration to the city (Hiebert 1999; Ley 1999). The census revealed a complex
emerging social geography of immigrant settlement, with several inner-city neighbourhoods
populated almost exclusively by immigrants (most of whom are non-European minorities), as
well as a number of immigrant concentrations in the suburbs. These are relatively new on
the Vancouver scene and are challenging long-held assumptions about the difference
between inner-city and suburban communities. The growing immigrant presence in suburbs
is becoming widely reported in the local media, and there is a strong tendency to associate
particular groups and neighbourhoods (e.g., the suburban municipalities of Richmond with
Chinese-Canadians; Surrey with Indo-Canadians; and North Vancouver with immigrants
who have recently arrived from Iran). Significantly, however, nearly all parts of Vancouver
— including the areas just mentioned — are characterized by ethnic diversity.

The

proportion of ESL (English as a Second Language) students in schools in mid-city and even
some outer suburbs, for example, is frequently over half. Typically, one cultural group
predominates in these areas, but there are always a number of other groups present. Many of
Vancouver’s neighbourhoods, then, both inner-city and suburb, are characterized by
multicultural diversity. Most also house a mixture of recent immigrants and individuals born
in Canada. The potential is high, therefore, for both transnational linkages and cosmopolitan
systems of social interaction.
In the initial phase of immigrant settlement, social interaction between immigrants
and people outside their cultural community is minimal, and is mainly confined to the
mechanics of finding work and shelter.

Most immigrants to Vancouver are not fluent

English speakers and this creates major obstacles inhibiting everyday interaction. In focus
groups and family interviews, immigrants emphasized, repeatedly, the stress associated with
this period of isolation from mainstream society. Few have sufficient experience of the
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‘host’ society and the luxury of time needed to evaluate the reception they receive. Most rely
on local in-group social institutions, and many are also nurtured by extensive transnational
networks. Cosmopolitanism, in an active sense, occurs rarely given the struggle for survival
and communication barriers.
Systems of in-group support become institutionalized into social, economic and
political enclaves, especially for larger cultural groups. In Vancouver, the Chinese-origin
population of nearly 300,000 is the extreme case, and individuals can live their entire lives in
a Chinese milieu if they so choose. Similar, though not quite as extensive, enclaves have
been developed by Vancouver’s Indian and Persian communities (though, significantly, not
by a number of other groups, notably from the Philippines, Latin America, and African
countries). Many of the immigrants surveyed for this paper noted the double-sided nature of
these enclaves, how they both help immigrants cope but also hinder their integration with
mainstream society or, using different terms, impede their capacity for inter-cultural
communication. For this reason, critics have charged that institutions such as the Richmond
Chinese soccer league, or the separate Chinese commercial district that has emerged in
Richmond (with around 50 ‘Asian theme malls’), fragment society.
However, there is also abundant evidence that immigrants are engaged in a process of
integration. A South Asian woman living in Surrey, for example, speaks of the “confidence
of language” she has attained since coming to Canada, and how she feels increasingly
comfortable with her new neighbours. A Latin American teenager in East Vancouver noted
that, while there is definite ethnic fragmentation in ESL classes, once students join the
regular school system they mix readily with their classmates of different cultures. In fact,
there was a general feeling throughout the focus groups and family interviews that children
integrate quickly and build friendship networks that span cultural boundaries. When asked
about her experience of integration, a Ugandan-born woman mused that she used to feel that
Canadians were distant and obsessed with performing their jobs and other activities;
however, as the pace of her life has increased, she realizes she has fallen into the same
behavioural patterns and no longer feels culturally isolated. Quite the opposite, family who
come to visit from Uganda have begun to comment on her obsession with time.
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Reflecting the classic predictions of ‘assimilation’ made nearly a century ago by
sociologists at the University of Chicago, a large number of immigrants make deliberate
choices to leave their cultural enclaves behind and embrace multicultural lifestyles.

In

general, when recent immigrants were asked in interviews where they would prefer to live in
Greater Vancouver, they favoured multicultural neighbourhoods.

Many have already

exercised this choice. A woman born in Bolivia, for example, spoke of her decision to leave
the major concentration of Hispanic people in Vancouver because she craved a quieter
environment; another woman from El Salvador moved from the same area to ensure that her
children would grow up in an English-speaking neighbourhood, believing that their longterm opportunities might be compromised if she stayed in her cultural enclave.

My

colleagues and I heard, over and over, criticisms from Chinese-origin immigrants that there
are ‘too many Chinese’ in Richmond. Finally, a young Punjabi-origin woman commented
unfavourably on the level of surveillance and corresponding lack of freedom in an ethnic
enclave.
That was a conscious effort to move into a multicultural neighbourhood and not just
an Indo-Canadian neighbourhood, because there would have been a lot of other things
being monitored in our neighbourhood: what time we left the house, came home and
all that kind of stuff would have been a concern had we been living in an IndoCanadian dominated neighbourhood.
- Surrey focus group participant, female, Indo-Canadian

How does the shift from in-group to cosmopolitan interaction — indeed cosmopolitan
preference — occur? Almost everyone who was asked to consider this question gave some
variation of the same answer: active multiculturalism depends, fundamentally, on the
attitudes and behaviour of the ‘host’ society. As mentioned, immigrants spend little time
thinking about the culture of reception when they first arrive, but reflect on this question
more and more as time passes. They endorse many aspects of Canadian society, especially
the substantial effort made by settlement NGOs on their behalf. They also appreciate the
adjustments many institutions have made to introduce multilingual services (e.g., libraries,
hospitals, and the provision of counselors to explain the workings of the educational system).
A few of the families interviewed in the community studies project participated in the Host
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Program (newly arrived families are matched with volunteers who are well established in
Canada), for which they are grateful. Finally, some — certainly not all — speak of a
welcoming environment, of day-to-day acts of hospitality offered by their new neighbours, of
efforts to provide a sense of belonging.
The issues of reception and the sociability of multicultural neighbourhoods have been
studied extensively in Montréal (Rose 1997, Archambault et al. 1999). Like Vancouver,
immigrants there typically settle in multicultural areas, though the degree of suburbanization
has been more modest in Montréal. Researchers have paid close attention to the types of
social networks that emerge in these settings and, based on the ideas of Granovetter,
distinguish between ‘strong’ (family, kin, and friends) and ‘weak’ (acquaintances,
neighbours who are not close friends) ties. They have found that immigrants who rely
mainly on strong ties — those who have extensive in-group networks which often cross
international boundaries — generally form closely-knit but isolated communities.

In

contrast, those with the most developed weak ties are more fully integrated (Chicoine et al.
1997). Groups with a combination of both types of social networks appear to adjust most
readily to their new circumstances (Rose et al. 1998, Carrasco et al. 1999). Moreover, they
have found that inter-group contact is self-perpetuating, that the more individuals from
different cultural backgrounds interact, the more they develop an appreciation of other
cultures and a tolerance for diversity (Joly 1996). In light of these findings, et al. (1995) and
Germain and Gagnon (2000) highlight the importance of public space and municipal
governments in facilitating local-scale ‘cultures of hospitality’ that reach out to immigrants,
especially when the invitation for participation comes from the ‘host’ society in non-coercive
ways. This type of hospitality fosters cosmopolitanism.
While, as mentioned, immigrants have made many complimentary remarks about
their reception in Vancouver, and we can identify certain aspects of the hospitality that
Germain and Gagnon advocate, they also voice a long list of concerns and criticisms. Above
all, they express dismay over the way that credentials and experience obtained in their home
countries are routinely disregarded when they attempt to find work in the Canadian labour
market. The disappointment associated with finding work was raised in almost every focus
group and family interview conducted as part of the community studies project. Nothing
does more to foster a sense of Canada as a closed society. Moreover, the difficulty of finding
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appropriate work in Canada forces many immigrants to rely on their ethnic community and
transnational networks for economic support; one immigrant stated, when speaking to this
issue “I’ll have to keep coming and going and coming and going.” As Ley (2000) has
discovered, it also lies behind the ‘astronaut’ phenomenon, where adults commute across the
Pacific Ocean for work while their children stay in Vancouver.
There were other complaints, but none were as universally made. Many believe
‘Canadians’ are aloof, and think that immigrants who come from the global south are illequipped to thrive in an industrialized environment (e.g., we were told that immigrants from
India are often asked if they had ever seen a computer before coming to Canada). Canadians
are also criticized as uncaring in general, and oblivious to the immigrants living within their
society. Some speak of subtle discrimination in everyday events, such as store clerks who
smile politely at Whites but treat minorities perfunctorily.

A few told us that they

experienced incidents of overt racism. As a man from Bangladesh put it, “…the general
people, the people who are living in this country, apart from [those who administer] the
immigration Canada are not very much happy about people like us coming in.” Immigrants
living in areas with high numbers of minorities (Richmond and Surrey) are convinced that
there is widespread White flight, and that this exodus creates more homogeneous residential
spaces — and, of course, fewer opportunities for cosmopolitan engagement. A focus group
was held with European-origin residents of the Kerrisdale-Oakridge neighbourhood, an
upper-middle-class area that has seen a rapid population turnover during the past 15-20 years.
Unfortunately, some of these concerns appear to be well founded, as a few (though by no
means all) participants noted that they feel increasingly isolated as the number of Chineseorigin residents increases, and that they see immigrants as ‘pushy.’ In this context at least, a
degree of aloofness, of cultural distance, was expressed.
But one of the most consistent findings of both focus groups and family interviews
was that immigrants reserve their most bitter criticisms for members of other minority
groups. When asked about her experience of racism in public schools, a young woman from
Guatemala living in East Vancouver commented that she felt little hostility from Whites —
there were almost none in her school — but that children who had already adjusted to Canada
were dismissive, or worse, to those in ESL programs. Another Latina complained that her
recently-arrived Polish co-workers treated non-Whites with disdain. A Filipina, asked about
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relations between cultural groups in her office, said “There’s racism in our office. Yeah.
Chinese against any culture.”

While few made such categorical statements, many

immigrants from groups with small numbers expressed resentment against the Chinese-origin
community, who are perceived as receiving special accommodations in Vancouver due to
their large population base and growing level of political participation. Within the Chinese
community, too, there is a notable degree of competition, sometimes friction, between
Cantonese and Mandarin speakers. Finally, a number of immigrants did not raise specific
criticisms of other groups, but questioned the legitimacy of the Canadian multicultural
project, seeing little in common between their group and others. The man previously quoted,
from Bangladesh, stated this view the most forcefully:
So that’s basically my opinion, you know, not to have too many races all together
side by side. You cannot mix them up, you know. It is very difficult, probably it is
very, very, very difficult. It takes quite a while, you know. The children of children,
you know, probably they’ll be able to mix, not me, base generation.
- East Vancouver focus group participant

These comments raise a number of sensitive and important issues about the meaning
of racism, and demonstrate that it is far more complex than simply the subordination of one
undifferentiated group of ‘others’ by an equally homogeneous dominant population.

In

particular, they challenge the idea that we can draw a sharp boundary between ‘hosts’ and
‘newcomers’ in a society that receives large numbers of immigrants. In total, one out of
every three residents of greater Vancouver was born outside Canada; in some
neighbourhoods, the ratio is much higher, in a few cases virtually 100 percent. In these
places, the ‘host society’ is made up of immigrants who have been in Canada a little longer
than those who have just arrived.

Therefore, immigrants themselves are critical to the

development of — or lack of — a culture of hospitality and cosmopolitan engagement.

Learning, and unlearning, cosmopolitanism
How do individuals shape their sense of identity in an increasingly diverse society?
Returning to the conceptualization of cosmopolitanism introduced at the outset of this paper,
do individuals move steadily from in-group to cosmopolitan forms of interaction? What of
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second-generation immigrants raised in multicultural Vancouver, who have little experience
of their parents’ home countries? The evidence on these points reveals widely divergent
patterns, with some appreciating culturally diverse workplaces, neighbourhoods, and the
general ethos of multiculturalism, and — as already noted — others expressing discomfort
with diversity. In this final section of the paper, I turn to examine statements made by young
adults who either came to Canada as children or who were born in Canada shortly after their
parents arrived in the country. So far, all of the young adults interviewed are from IndoCanadian and Chinese-Canadian backgrounds, both relatively large groups characterized by a
high degree of transnationalism and active immigrant settlement.
In focus groups dedicated to exploring the experience of these young adults, they
were asked to reminisce about their childhood.

Most, nearly all in fact, grew up in

neighbourhoods where they were part of small minority populations. In most cases, they
adjusted to the dominant culture which, twenty or so years ago, was European. In effect,
they adopted the dominant culture, though this process was often fraught with anxiety and,
inevitably, partial. Here are a few sample statements:
…during the mid 1980s … between the ages of 7 and 12, I went through this big
emotional backlash - this identity crisis about being Chinese. … I seriously hated
being Chinese. I would look at the television and quite honestly say, “man, I wish I
were White.” (a)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, female, Chinese-Canadian

I lived in Port Coquitlam from Kindergarten to grade one. But I mean, when you are
radically different, when you are the only person who is Chinese, I didn’t think about
myself as a Chinese person actually. You sort of look how everybody else is
Caucasian and you don’t even realize your own ethnicity is different until you look in
the mirror. (b)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, male, Chinese-Canadian

All my friends were white and I thought of myself as white except when I got home I
was Chinese. (c)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, male, Chinese-Canadian
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When I grew up I had Caucasian friends, and you just never talked about Chinese
things because they were Caucasian, obviously. (d)
- Richmond focus group participant, female, Chinese-Canadian

During my Elementary and High School, I could say that I almost about never spoke
Chinese other than inside of my home and I could almost say that I didn’t have any
Chinese friends. (e)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, male, Chinese-Canadian

The last three quotations indicate something almost universally stated by the ChineseCanadians and Indo-Canadians who grew up a decade or two ago, as well as the children of
the families in small cultural groups that we are currently interviewing. In these cases,
children develop hybrid (at times confused) identities and intercultural friendship networks,
though these processes can be unsettling. A young Latina woman was the most animated on
this question, insisting that she should not be seen as one cultural type or another (in her
terms, Spanish vs. Canadian) — she saw both labels as simplifying a much more complex
reality.
Yet, just as the either/or approach to identity is unrealistic, so is the assumption that
individuals who become cosmopolitan remain that way, that the development of a
multicultural mode of behaviour is linear and irreversible. These experiences, for example,
reveal that different outcomes are possible:
In elementary school I noticed that they had friends of all religions and ethnic[ities]
but then as they matured they, like most adults, like to be with their own kinds and so
they just sort of filter off and they’re more attracted to whoever they have more in
common with, I guess.
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, female, European origin

Before I was totally into listening to Caucasian music - White music or whatever.
Not involved in my culture at all. I wasn’t participating in anything really. And then
I guess, as my cousins came, the next - like you said - the new wave of immigrants,
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all they did was speak Punjabi language all the time. I picked up on a lot more words
and they just totally got us involved into our own culture a lot, I think.
- Surrey focus group participant, male, Indo-Canadian

I can speak Chinese. I can understand it all and yet, when I went to work I actually
thought I wasn’t Chinese. … The only time I’m reminded that I’m Chinese is when I
got older and into Richmond now, and here there’s all Chinese people, and then the
reminder, of course, is that you really are Chinese.
- Richmond focus group participant, male, Chinese-Canadian

These last two speakers indicate that their identity shifted in response to the large influx of
new immigrants to Vancouver during the past few years. Actually, all the five individuals I
quoted earlier went on to make similar points:
After that period the benefits were that there was a heightened awareness of my own
sense of self and my sense in the community. I think of that entire growth of
population, the biggest thing that I got out of it was that I identified myself as being
Chinese, as a Chinese-Canadian. I no longer felt this hatred of being Chinese. I
seriously hated being Chinese... (a)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, female, Chinese-Canadian
When I grew up I had Caucasian friends, and you just never talked about Chinese
things because they were Caucasian, obviously. And the older I got, the closer I
became with my Chinese background. … Friends from your own background become
more important. (d)
- Richmond focus group participant, female, Chinese-Canadian
During my elementary and high school, I could say that I almost about never spoke
Chinese other than inside of my home and I could almost say that I didn’t have any
Chinese friends. But I notice that besides myself, I see a lot of Chinese people as
they reach adulthood or when they are going through university there’s a big change
in their life. They start to look for their roots. That happened with me. Even first
year university I spoke all English, but now if you look at my friends, most of my
friends are Chinese now. A lot of times I speak Chinese now. (e)
- Kerrisdale-Oakridge focus group participant, male, Chinese-Canadian
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These statements suggest a retreat from cosmopolitanism, or at least a different version of it.
All of them — and they are representative of a much larger number — came to value their
cultural background in new ways as they entered adulthood. A crucial phase in the life cycle
became registered in a new mode of cultural interaction. This process of cultural reflection
and re-evaluation occurred in conjunction with the entry of new immigrants, as stated, and a
deepening degree of transnationalism. In fact, many spoke of a growing desire to visit, in
some cases even to relocate to, Hong Kong. Several who had lost their Chinese or Punjabi
language in an effort to conform, are relearning it. They are, in the process, challenging a
view of cosmopolitanism as an end state, and also as the most desirable state.

Qualifications and conclusions
It is tempting to end here, questioning the logic of globalization and the interpretation of
multiculturalism as a unidirectional process. However, significant qualifications are in order
in light of the methodology behind this study. First, while the interviews and focus groups
that form the background of this paper included some 150 immigrants and 1,000 pages of
transcripts, there are over 600,000 immigrants living in Greater Vancouver, and perhaps that
number again are second-generation immigrants. Therefore, despite the fact that the methods
of recruitment for this study were comprehensive, I can hardly claim that the material
presented here is representative.
Secondly, I have reported everything in this paper as a series of straightforward texts,
with little thought to the many subtleties and potential difficulties involved in collecting and
representing these ‘data.’ It is difficult to judge the effects of the particular structure of the
focus groups and interviews reported here. Most of these sessions were comprised of White
researchers and non-White participants. Bilingual and multilingual research assistants were
frequently involved, but this was logistically possible only for the Chinese, Punjabi, and
Hispanic groups. Meetings between researchers and subjects are inevitably performative
events, where each side assumes certain roles. No doubt the uneven power relations involved
in this project, between academic researchers and recently-arrived, minority immigrants, had
an impact on what we were, and weren’t, told. I vividly recall, for example, an interview in
the living room of a couple who had come to Vancouver from Hong Kong. I conducted the
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meeting with the help of a Cantonese interpreter. At the end, as usual, I asked if the
interviewees had anything else they would like to say. They turned to the translator and
initiated, in Cantonese, an animated conversation about their experience of discrimination
and its effect on their lives. They had said none of this to me, even though I had asked
several questions related to the issue of prejudice. Also, the dynamics of focus groups with
first- vs. second-generation immigrants were completely different.

In the former case,

individuals treated the events formally, had to grope for words to make their points and, in
some cases, participants seemed uncomfortable. In the latter, conversation flowed freely and
no-one seemed to mind discussing sensitive issues of identity or their experiences as
minorities. Clearly, there are important limitations to this paper and the material lying
behind it.
With these considerable caveats in mind, I was surprised in this research by the flux
of identity and patterns of communication within and between immigrant communities, by
how some immigrants become cosmopolitan, some stay within the boundaries of their group,
and some shift — back and forth — between these options. At times, as in my back lane,
everyday hospitality extends between groups that each are linked into extensive transnational
networks. In other cases, there appears to be a contradiction between the development of
transnationalism and the intensity of inter-cultural communication. In a society that, at least
officially, espouses multiculturalism, should we worry about the potential for transnational
networks to fragment individuals into distinct, bounded cultural worlds? I’m afraid the
answer is, yes and no.
I take my cue here from Iris Marion Young’s (1990, 1999) thoughtful work on the
politics of difference, where she attempts to balance a commitment to diversity with a
concern for exclusion.

In advocating ‘differentiated solidarity’ Young maintains that

societies must, on the one hand, allow groups the freedom to form residential concentrations
and build in-group cultural institutions. Above all, she believes the dominant culture should
keep a respectful distance from minorities, that it should exercise “an openness to
unassimilated otherness” (1999) and allow multiple identities and hybridities to flourish. The
flux of identity described in this paper — especially the return to in-group social networks —
therefore carries no negative connotations. On the other hand, though, Young reminds us
that ethnic solidarity, in all its forms, can yield exclusionary barriers. For example, if the
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Chinese-Canadians who spoke about the comfort of interacting with people from the same
background begin to show a preference for Chinese-origin workers when they are in charge
of hiring, or Chinese-origin tenants in their buildings, at some point a significant line is
crossed. It makes little difference to a Filipina or Vietnamese immigrant, for example, if she
is excluded by White or Chinese-origin employers or landlords — the end result is the same.
From this point of view, it is important to maximize the frequency and intensity of interaction
between groups and to ensure that neighbourhoods in multicultural cities become spaces of
“shared responsibility” where no group suffers exclusion.
The trick, as Young argues, is to reach a point where group solidarity can develop
without the corollary of exclusion. In the Canadian context, the dominant population has not
managed to achieve this state of affairs and, through time, has marginalized minorities.
Arguably, though, the degree of openness is gradually increasing, especially as legal and
institutional frameworks are being created to address discrimination and racism.
Significantly, as minorities increasingly become hosts, with all of the power relations that
such a turn of events implies, they take on the same responsibilities to extend fairness, and
hospitality, to newcomers — in effect, to be cosmopolitan. Hopefully, they will exercise
these responsibilities more conscientiously that the dominant group has done!
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